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Toronto: Brenda Lee was one of the
most exciting, certainly the most
professional performer to grace the
stage of the Club Embassy's Palm
Grove Lounge. Little Miss Lee, with
the great big voice is no longer a
teen-ager songstress, but a full
fledged star who belts out songs
almost non stop ala Judy Garland
tradition.
Receiving a standing ovation was
proof that her audience was not
disappointed that her repertoire
included only three offerings from
her string of past hits.
Backed with an eighteen piece
orchestra of Ray Sikora, complete
with violins and her own quintet The
Casuals, Brenda Lee gave 60 minutes
of entertainment that will long be
remembered. She projects to the
audience at all times whether singing
the old standard "Birth Of The Blues"
or swinging "I'll Go My Way By
Myself". During a medley of "You
Ought To Be In Pictures", "When
You're Smiling", "Put On A Happy
Face" and "Baby Face", polaroid
pictures were taken of Miss Lee and
members of the audience. She then

42P

autographed them and gave them to
the persons photographed with her.
A Charleston number "Don't Tell
Mama" appropriately proceeded the highlight and show -stopper of the evening
"Bye Bye Blackbird". Complete with an
old style telephone as a prop it builds

from a dramatic monologue into a
startling production number.

Surprisingly, Brenda Lee's style
isn't unlike the way she sounded as
an eleven year old girl back in 1956.
Her artistic ability has of course
developed with maturity, along with
her skillful technique which has put
her right into the sounds of today.
Claude Gilbert, manager of the Club
Embassy reports Brenda Lee has been
the club's biggest draw, and is the
beginning of the Club Embassy's
shift into supper club acts. Louis
Armstrong is the next big headliner
appearing for one week commencing
May 20th.

The Platters are currently there

for a two week return engagement
until April 13th and playing to turn
away crowds nightly.
Thirty major U.S. cities have
taken a stand not to play Gordon

Murray McLaughlin has been getting much
support from Hope Garber Associates

Brenda Lee's Embassy appearance
brought out record crowds

Oakville's PM Howard to guest on' CBC-

"Moe Koffman Goes Electric" is Moe's
first album release for Jubilee

TV's "Let's Go" April 24

Columbia recording artist Bob
Dylan was awarded his fifth gold
record for his latest "John Wesley
Harding". This was Dylan's first
album since his motorcycle accident
two years ago.

Bob Droke is soon to release "In Love
Again" on the Nocturne label

Ottawa's Heart are now part of the Donald
Billows Progressive Group Management

Terry Black is being groomed for a comeback on the Arc label

a HIT COUNTRY.

By Guest Columnist Stan Klees
STAN KLEES, noted Canadian record producer and music industry consultant writes this column
each week exclusively for RPM Weekly. Any questions or comments regarding this column should be
directed to Mr. Klees cio RPM.

THE SOUND....THE SOUND
THE SOUND. Throughout the

Canadian music industry, we are
preoccupied with THE SOUND. So
often you hear, "Canadian Records
just don't have THE SOUND". If you
are talking about the technical sound
that comes from the studio or the
equipment used to record, you are
ALL WET according to some of the
best authorities in the world. There is
nothing wrong with the Canadian
sound. As new equipment is installed
in Canada's major studios, it gets
just a little better every time, but
the problem isn't the technical sound.
What it really is could be called a
lack of faith.
I once wrote an article in this
se ries about the way one Canadian
critic was fooled by a Canadian
sound. When he thought it was done
in the U.S. We hear into it all kinds
of wonderful things that most
Canadians would miss. Isn't the first
question you hear, "Where was it
recorded?" (if there is any doubt?)
Few sessions are a secret, and few
Page 2
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groups who record in Canada can
keep their activities a secret. Although
many Canadian groups have made it to
the BIG TIME and record in American
studios, can we really come up with
the astronomical success story of the
century as being CUT IN THE U.S.?
NOW, if you are talking about
THE SOUND from the standpoint of
the number of musicians used and the
number of dollars spent on arrangers
or better still the dollars that are
spent on PROMOTING the record and
THE SOUND, you can be assured that
Canadian groups and Canadian record
companies have not spent as much on
their sessions, but at the same time
many of the records that have topped
the international charts didn't have
32 musicians on the session.
The real problem is unified
airplay. The studios are adequate,
the musicianship is adequate. The
promotion could use some upgrading,
but most of all the fault lies with a
lack of NATIONAL AIRPLAY. A
few stations dotted across Canada
playing a record will not make Canada

cut has been shortened to 3:39 for
air -play. "Save The Life Of My
Child",
akin' It" are other
highlights and "lite Bookend" theme
which opens and closes one side. Bill
Eaton at Columbia reports the disc
just released is already shaping into
one of their fastest movers.
Al Mair at Compo informs us Neil
Diamond formerly with Bang records
has been signed by Uni records. His
first scheduled single is "Brooklyn
Roads" which Diamond penned. It
looks back into childhood days with
concentration on the vocal lyrics. A
rather slow beat but loaded with hit
potential.

Lightfoot's latest United Artist
single "Black Day In July". The
controversial disc is a statement on
last summer's race riots in Detroitand
is fast becoming a national hit in
Canada. In the U.K. it is Lightfoot's
first release along with his latest
album "Did She Mention My Name"
which includes "Black Day In July".
United Artists in the U.S. report their
company in England ordered initially
50.000 copies of Lightfoot's LP.
Known internationally for his song writing, this could make Lightfoot an
international artist.
Toronto's Magic Cycle are back
in Sound Canada recording studios
finishing their first album which is
ear marked as a Giant release.
Joni Mitchell's first Reprise
album offers ten tracks written by her.
Accompanying herself on guitar, she
is ably assisted by the bass guitar
sounds of Steve Stills. The simple but
tasteful production combined with the
sincerity of Miss Mitchell's voice
make such songs as; "Michael From
The Mountains", "Cactus Tree" and
"Night In The City" memorable. Joni
Mitchell's talents are further
recognized by the intriguing cover art
which she created. This first outing
will no doubt be the beginning of her
recording career.
With Simon & Garfunkel riding
high in the success of their soundtrack album "The Graduate" the
demand for their latest Columbia
album "Bookends" is inevitable.
Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel self penned the album that includes their
current single "Mrs. Robinson". This

Is there an influence in Canada
that could unify radio stations to a
point where they will substantially
play a record with equal ferver at the
same time? Obviously not, since a
recent American production only got
limited airplay till it started to make
a noise on the U.S. trade charts. Only
THEN did many radio stations
recognize the potential of the record.
Are Canadian radio stations
influenced by foreign trade listings?
YOU CAN BET YOUR LIFE THEY
ARE!

"We don't play unproven records!"
and there are close to 50 charts
published each week by radio stations
that indicate this is true. Occasionally
a radio station will strike out on its
own and play a record that no one else

With Bobby Vee's forthcoming

appearance at Toronto's Club
Embassy, David Doucette at London
records is rushing his latest Liberty
single "fley Girl" to coincide with
his opening April 22 for one week. A
former hit of the Temptations and
Freddie Scott almost guarantees it
will be Bobby Vee's fourth hit in a
row on his big new comeback.
Chet Atkins is currently in
Hollywood taping an appearance on
the Grammy Awards special "Best
On Record" scheduled for May 8th on
NBC-TV. Atkins was selected
instrumentalist of the year for his
RCA Victor recording Chet Atkins

Picks The Best".

Columbia's Carnival and John Josie.
Group is now playing Toronto's Friars.

is playing and which is UNPROVEN.
Often they are alone in their
discovery. Few stations carry enough
weight in the national picture to
spread a hit.
WHAT WILL IT TAKE to unify

airplay? It will take an authority so
exact and precise in judging hits that
the authority will be considered a
PROPHET. Possibly there exists
TODAY such a force. The question is
will Canadians recognize a Canadian
system of HITMAKING? When they do,
Canadian groups may have their
records judged impartially (as they
should be) and the talent that will
emerge will be deserving....once we
get the snowball rolling. It is
something to work for and it may
happen someday. "SOMETHINGS GOT
TO HAPPEN!" It may be soon.
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MYRNA LORRIE HAS ANOTHER CHART ITEM

Sarnia, Ont: Although still topping
the charts with her "Turn Down The

Music" (Columbia MU4-1282), Myrna

Lorrie has set herself up for another
move toward the charts with her
latest release "Changing Of The
Seasons" and "Bashful Billy"
(MU4-1293) The top side is a tender
ballad and excellent for programming
-Billy" shouldn't be overlooked
either, It's and up -tempo novelty
number written by Don Grashey and
D. Petrunka. Both sides were produced

by Don Grashey.
Myrna's manager, Don Turner, who
makes his home in Sarnia, Ontario
sends along the following confirmed
dates for upcoming appearances:
Apr 15 - Manitonna Hotel - Brockville,
Ont. (2 weeks)
Apr 29 - Brampton Inn - Brampton, Ont.
May 5 - CBC-TV Don Messer taping Halifax

June 3 - Edison Hotel - Toronto
(1 week)
Aug 11- Cobo Hall - Detroit

BERNIE EARLY SCORES AT CKNB

Campbellton, N.B: Bob Bacon, program
director at CKNB has found good

listener response to the latest Bernie
Early release "Chaser For The
Blues" (Columbia C4-2786). Although
CKNB is basically a middle of the
road station they do set aside two

country programs each day. Country
opens the day from 6:30 to 7:30 AM
and the second show is from 4 to 5PM.
They also have a three and a half hour
country airing every Saturday evening.

Personalities at the station

include Terry Adams, Don Hume,
Graham Wyllie, Rod Butcher, as well
as Bacon who takes an on -air shift.
A good portion of CKNB's
programming does include Canadian

releases, whether they be country,
middle of the road, classical or rock.
ORVAL PROPHET OPENS
AT EDISON

Toronto: Ottawa's popular country
personality Orval Prophet moved
into the Edison Hotel for a 6 day
engagement (15), after completing a
similar date at Montreal's Country

When Myrna flies into Halifax
for a week, taping the Don Messer show
she will take her band with her.

They'll tape the band tracks and
Myrna will sing live over the tapes.
The band is made up of Wayne
Roblin, a St. Catherines, Ontario boy
who plays bass, sings and acts as
emcee; Roger Miller, the drummer, who
also sings and hails from Bakersfield
California (worked with Merle
Haggard); and lead guitarist and .
singer Bill Wallace, who comes from
Truro, Nova Scotia.
Much of Myrna's popularity comes
from her constant touring, which has
resulted in many new clubs and return
engagements. Manager Turner arranges
as many package shows as possible
at which time he adds musicians to
the back-up for Myrna. Her appearance
at Detroit's Cobo Hall will see her
headlining a show with Capitol's
Buck Owens. A reported $26,000
budget has been set aside for this top
country showing.

TOMMY COMMON TO
RELEASE ON CAMDEN

Toronto: The May release of RCA
Camden will see the return of one of
Canada's most personable young
country singers, Tommy Common. The

album, "Country Classics" has
back-up assist be some of the best
sidemen in the business including
011ie Strong on steel; Johnny Coxon,
piano; Jim Pirie, lead guitar; and
Hank Monas on rhythm.
Bowing his talents as producer is
RCA Victor promotion man, Ed
Preston.
DONN & CINDY RETURN
BY POPULAR DEMAND
TO VICTORIA HOTEL

GOOD

Ottawa: Crawley Films was recently
commissioned by the Toronto Harbour
Commissioners to produce a film
about the tremendous changes that
have come into being and which will
create a modern waterfront community.
The 15 minute 16mm colour and
sound motion picture in either French
or English is a fast moving, action
packed film showing Toronto's port
future, new buildings, a new island
in Lake Ontario as the site for an
inter -city jet airport, seven minutes
from downtown Toronto, The
construction of an outer harbour with
free fill from the city's building
boom; and clearing and dredging land
for a residential complex that will
house 60,000 people. This urban area,
to be called Harbour City, will be
interlaced with waterways for boating
in summer and skating in winter.
Prints of the motion picture can
be borrowed without charge from the
Toronto Harbour Commission, 60
Harbour Street, Toronto.

TO ME BABY"
f/s
"IF THIS IS LOVE"
is
SOLID SOUL
by

EDDIE SPENCER
and

The Mission

ARC - 1006

3rd week out...
AND LOOK WHO'S ON IT!

CBC-TV'S "SWAN LAKE"
NOMINATED FOR EMMY

Toronto: A.H. Partridge, overseas and
foreign relations officer of the CBC
has been advised that the CBC-TV's
90 minute colour production of the
ballet "Swan Lake" has been
nominated for the international
category of the annual Emmy Awards
competition. Winner to be announced
May 19th.
The production was a part of the
"Festival" series and was viewed
last December 27th, by an estimated
1,518,000 viewers, registering an
overall "enjoyment index" of 67
percent, rising to 78 percent in urban
centres.
The ballet was performed by the
National Ballet of Canada with
Danish danseur-choreographer Erik
Bruhn, as guest star.
"Swan Lake" was produced and
directed for "Festival" by Norman
Campbell.
The Emmy Awards are presented
annually by the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences in the United
States.
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STAR PICK - RECORD WORLD
Personal Manager

Producer/Director
TONY DIMARIA

"WHERE FEELING IS FIRST"

Toronto: Donn & Cindy Reynolds, one
of Canada's leading variety duos are
returning to the Victoria Hotel for a
three week engagement commencing
Monday April 15th.
The popular pair have had a

LACROIX STUDIO

steady run on the club circuit throughout the province of Ontario. Their
next booking is at Starlite Room of
the Genosha Hotel in Oshawa, Ontario
(May 13). They'll be playing the Valley
Motor Hotel in Renfrew, Ontario from
May 20, and up to the Serrento Motor
Hotel in Sudbury from June 17 through
the 24th.
Donn's Arc album `Blue Canadian

CKFH - TORONTO

Moved to: 101 Carlton Street
Toronto, Ontario
Telephone: 368-2244

",".../"Nftr..~.

41r..11

Rockies" (673) has been chalking up
strong sales, particularly in the area
where the "King of the Yodellers" is
appearing.
The Reynolds have just bought
themselves a bit of an estate in
Brampton, Ontario, and being a bug
for recording sounds, Donn is
renovating the basement and hopes to
come up eith a family size recording
studio.
Palace. Orval will be playing the
eastern portion of Ontario for the
next few weeks before heading up to
Labrador City for a date.
Just released by Orval is his
latest single Blue Side Of The
Street" and "Southbound No. 9''

(Caledon 214) which is getting
solid support in Ottawa and Montreal
as well as in the Maritimes. The
plug side Street" was written by
Hamilton's Ben Mitchell.
13 20 THERE AIN'T NO EASY RUN

RPM
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COUNTRY
CHART

1 TURN DOWN THE MUSIC
Myrna Lorrie-Columbia-MU4-1282-H

2

3 HEY LITTLE ONE

3

5 YOU ARE MY TREASURE
Jack Greene-Decca-32261-J
2 A WORLD OF OUR OWN

Glen Campbe I I -Capito1-2067-F

4

Sonny James -Capitol -2067-F
5
6

7

7 WALK ON OUT OF MY MIND
Waylon Jennings-Rca-47-9414-N
8 FIST CITY
Loretta Lynn-Decca-32264-J
4 SON OF HICKORY HOLLER'S TRAMP
O.C. Smith -Columbia -44425-H

8

9

9 HAVE A LITTLE FAITH

David Houston -Epic -5-1029-H
6 HALF A WORLD AWAY

Tommy Hunter -Columbia -4-44367-H

10 14 THE LITTLE THINGS
Willie Nelson-Rca-9427-N
11 11 CAJUN STRIPPER
Jim Ed Brown-Rca-9434-N
12 16 WILD WEEKEND
Bill Anderson-Decca-32276-J

Dave Dudley -Mercury -72779-K

14 13 BLUE DAY
Bob King -Melbourne -3274-K
15 19 BABY'S COME AGAIN

Connie Smith-Rca-9413-N
16 17 CHASER FOR THE BLUES
Bernie Early-Columbio-C4-2786-H
17 18 MOTHER MAY I

Liz & Lynn Anderson-Rca-9445-N
18 21 THAT'S WHEN I SEE THE BLUES
Jim Reeves-Rca-9455-N
19 --- LEGEND OF BONNIE & CLYDE
Merle Haggard-Sparton-1661-0
20 22 IT'S SUCH A LOVELY DAY
Jeanie Ward -Melbourne -3287-K

21 23 A THING CALLED LOVE
Jimmy Dean-Rca-47-9454-N
22 25 WILD BLOOD
Del Reeves -United Artists -50270-J
23 24 I'LL ALWAYS FIND TIME TO CRY
Bambi Lynn -Melbourne -3282-K

24 --- I WANNA LIVE
Glen Campbell -Capitol -2146-F
25 --- MENTAL JOURNEY
Leon Ashley-Sparton-1665-0
26 --- FOR BREAKING UP MY HEART
Wayne King-Melbourne-WG-3284-K
27 --- FIND OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING
Bobby Bore-Rca-9450-N
28 --- BLUE SIDE OF THE STREET
Orville Prophet-Caledon-HP 214-F
29 --- COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS WOMAN
Jan Howard-Decca-32269-J
30 --- SOUTH OF BANGOR
Hal Lone Pine-Melbourne-WG-3286-K
-
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Groove Sweet and Heat Hot
BAND RHYTHM

103RR WATTS THE

ARTS

1

W7

2842 ST

Sweete Delta The
GENTRY BOBBIE
Capitol

CAPITOL

/ BROS WARNER
-2218 CAL

266

Begin Heartaches The Let
CROSLEY DOUG
Arc

Girl Working the Help Heaven
JEAN NORMA
Camden
CA1.-2211

751

-2201 CAL

Camden

Victor RCA
LSP-3915

Joke

Child Lonely
CONTRASTS THE

RIVERS JOHNNY

f/s

Way

Day A What f/s
1058
Monument

Imperial

Dream Impossible The
WILLIAMS ROGER

Go You If

f/s

Kapp

Windy

Inno
DIK DIK I

Life

Seasons Four

f/s

C4-2801
Columbia
My Of Out

f/s

C4-2789

D'oro L'Uomo f/s
C4-2712
Columbia

Columbia

CARNIVAL THE
Perdono

Love Is This If f/s
Baby
Me
To Good So Your're
A-1206
SPENCER EDDIE
Arc

ARC

I

Kapp

FACES SMALL
Immediate
Gordon Peggy f/s

Time First
The Me Hear Didn't You If
SANDPEBBLES THE

Power Flower

f/s

148-A C
Calla

SHONDELLS THE

Roulette

AND JAMES TOMMY

ALLIED
SINGLES
here. listing for released LP and single each of
ONLY copy one Submit COMPANIES: RECORD

I

4-44435

Columbia
Because You Love f/s
I

Hangin' f/s

Fell And Three Two One f/s
Mony Mony
7009-B
I

RCA

Fly Can We f/s
47-9500
A Share

Town Old Dirty
C5-117
DUBLINERS THE
Epic
Spencer Pearly Of Days f/s
Lady Harlem
C5-112
McWILLIAMS DAVID
Epic
Night Last Chance Last My Up Used f/s
Cry Me Hear To Ought You
4-44486
SMITH CARL
Columbia
Love My Want Don't You If f/s

Don't
GATELY MICHAEL

AND JOHN ROBERT

1907X

Quality

On

2608
Monument

COLUMBIA

f/s

K-907

Me For Goin'
Everything's
f/s
Woman My Is This
K-906
RICHARDS TURLEY
Kapp
Alright Everything Makes You Loving f/s
This Live Wanna Don't
K-904

HIGHWAY
MARSHMELLOW THE

KAPP
I

/

RCA

Little

I

RCA

CROWD A 3'S

Card Greeting

ALLAN CHAD

QUALITY
Tomorrow f/s
4593
side Pop

Love Called Thing This
WEBS THE

Columbia
Summer Hot Long
SIMON JOE

CASELLI CATERINA

LONDON

Arc

ARC

ALBUMS
Walking Keep Shoes

About Sing To Something
57-3454
RIVERS HANK
International
Vient Qui Jour Le f/s
Papillons Aux L'Enfant
VARTAN SYLVIE

57-5817
International

Flowers The Around Chain f/s
Pretend? They Need Why
66-1022

Better Much Feel f/s
Soldier Tin
Z57-5003

EXPEDITION

CLARKE & LEWIS THE
Away and Up Up

Love Of Glory The
HIRT AL

Heart Greasy
47-9496
AIRPLANE JEFFERSON
RCA
Away You Drive Wanna Don't f/s
Together Get Let's
D-4131

VICTOR RCA
Elevator f/s

50027 DS

Feelings
Victor RCA

Do Gonna You What f/s
This Is What
32037
WOMACK BOBBY
Minit
Strange Something f/s
Soul Your To Look
66286

This Of Made Are Memories

ROBERTSON ERIC OF PIANO

Hawaii of Magic The
ADDEO LEO
Camden
-2210 CAL
Music Picture Motion and TV
TRIO LIVING
Camden
-2202 CAL
Boyce Tommy
BOYCE TOMMY
Camden

Away Far Never Are You
COMO PERRY
Camden
-2199 CAL
Glow Tender And Warm That
GARY JOHN
Camden
-2189 CAL
Jones" Dow Now, "How

VOICES LIVING

LSP-3962

IV Hamilton George Of Sound Country Gentle The
IV HAMILTON GEORGE

Victor RCA
LSP-3932

Be To Out Cut I'm What

WEST DOTTIE

Yankovic Frank With Variety Polka
YANKOVIC FRANK
Victor RCA
GRASSROOTS THE

VICTOR RCA
9619 CS
Man The To Father Is Child

TEARS AND SWEAT BLOOD

COLUMBIA

Away Walk You Before Think
-4-1302 MU
PLATTERS THE
Columbia
Parting On f/s
Runnin' A On Come
C4-2803
LEAHY PAT
Columbia
Difference The What' f/s
Man Holy
C4-2802
McKENZIE SCOTT
Columbia

Releases
Record

an amazing knowledge of pantomime.
Many will remember Puleo as one of
Borah Minevitch's Harmonica Rascals,
who were popular items for short

THE HARMONICA GANG AT
THE HOOK AND LADDER

ELVIRA

CAPREESE
Congratulations to Patrick
Watson who recently asked
Expatriated producer Norm Jewison
if he would return to Canada to produce
motion pictures. Jewison quickly

replied yes, if the script was right..

Beautiful. IF THE SCRIPT WAS RIGHT!
Watson asked him if he cared if

Canada disappeared. A very upset
Jewison replied he felt that Canada
had many memories for him. Possibly
Miss LaMarsh with her 10 million
dollars to spend on movie production
in Canada will find that RIGHT script
and bring .Jewison back. He is
presently in line for an Academy
Award. It is men like Jewison we need
back and also the 10 million dollars to
lure them back...if sincerely they will

DOUBT !///In
the young TV programming department_
return. WHICH ----I

I was pleased to hear that CTV will
shakeup it's youth shows and look
around for something better than the
"boy next door" image that has
nauseated us for two seasons now. It
is time for a change. You only have so
much time to make it in this business
and then you are TRYING TO HARD!
///CBC Light Entertainment Department might jump miles ahead with
their programming for youth. The idea
that is being tossed about is higher
budgets and a true representation of
the real music of today sound from
existing groups across Canada. Those
40 year old teenyboppers will be a
thing of the past.///I predicted that
"Through The Eyes Of Tomorrow''
would drop their investigation into the
group music business and to date, they
have dropped this very hot potato.
Come on! Trust a few people over

thirty to tell you "the way it is".
///When CBC's "Let's Go" changes
its format, there is only one star that

I will miss. Robert DeMontigny who
hosted the Montreal portion stood out
as a natural. I would predict that
properly handled, Bob will probably
end up with a very BIG US record
contract. His natural talent was rather
badly used because of bad script and
poor musical backing. In lifting the
backgrounds from records, the music
still contained a definite jazz feeling.
Bob belongs in prime time, and if you
can tell the CBC anything, I would
like to tell them that he is probably
the hottest property in Canada and
should be used in prime time. I will go
one further and say he should be used
in the PRIMEST time. I am talking

about the "In Person" slot. With a
good producer, good 1968 backing
(musically) and excellent music
direction, he will be one of the
biggest stars in Canada. THIS VERY
PAPER that I write in hasn't (to my

knowledge) printed one word about
Bob. (Ed: We are open for any
information on Robert from his people.
We would be very happy to do a feature
story now that he has YOUR blessing,
Oh Mighty One.)/// A note to
Gordon Sinclair and Pierre Berton:
Even Ed Sullivan acknowledges the

existance of "pop" music. You two
are in g good position to do more for
the Canadian pop music scene than to
turn your noses up to tomorrows youth,
unless you really aren't interested in
"ROCK AND ROLL" (Ed: You know
it really isn't rock and roll, Miss
Capreese.)

Toronto: Johnny Puleo and his
Harmonica Gang opened to a full
house at the Hook and Ladder Club
of the Beverly Hills Motor Hotel
April 8 for a two week run. There
show is fantastically well put
together and they were in complete
control of their audience from the
opening note. They are probably one
of the most versatile groups in the
business today. They are masters of
almost every undertaking whether it
be mime,music or comedy. Johnny

shorts during the silver screen era.
They also toured the world and

because of their musical and pantomime

abilities were accepted and played
to packed houses in almost every
corner of the world.
Following the Puleo gang will be
Helen O'Connell and Bob Eberly for
one week commencing April 22. May
6, The Executives move in for one
week to be followed by a two week
engagement of The Chubby Checker
Revue (May 13 - 25).

Puleo, who stands 4' 6", besides

being a virtuoso of the harmonica has
ETERNALS GUEST ON AFTER FOUR

Toronto: Winnipeg's popular Eternals
will appear on CTV's "After Four"
Saturday April 27th. Currently touring
Ontario, the Eternals have met with
much success for their Quality outing
"Falling Tears" (Quality 1902).
Dubbed the "Soft Rock" or "Total
Sound", the record, produced by
television personality Bob Burns, was
given an immense professional assist
by utilizing the musicianship of
members of the Minneapolis Symphony,
who performed as studio musicians.
The disc has received good exposure
on middle of the road stations as well
as those having a top forty format.

GIGMOBIL

"WOJ ECK" SERIES
POPULAR EXPORT

Toronto: The CBC's department of
overseas and foreign relations has
found increasing interest in the
Wojeck" series among -foreign
buyers. Their European agents,
Global Television Services of London,
England has just completed sale of
ten episodes to the Jugoslavian
broadcasting organization. Polish
interests are also reported interested
in the series. European customers
already viewing the series are
Britain, Sweden, Holland, Belgium,
Erie and Finland. Latin-American
countries are also reported interested.

EWILL GET
YOU THERE

TRANSPORTATION
FOR YOUR GROUP

& EQUIPMENT
TO GIGS

RCA'S NEW INDENTIFICATION
SYMBOL

Montreal: The new RCA Victor loga
has been on the market for the past
two months but has yet to receive
its deserving press coverage.

The first indication that there

would be a major change in the RCA
Victor trademark was an announcement from Montreal that "RCA Victor
Launches major communications
program affecting trademark, product,

services and facilities". The release

also included a statement from John
D. Houlding, president, who said
"The completely new style change
will reflect modern character of the
company as Canadian leader in
information technology".
The meat of the release was that
Canada's leading electronics company
was adopting a new communications
program that would project more
accurately its growing participation
in the technological age.
The Montreal headquartered
company has six plants across Canada
engaged in reserch and manufacturing
activities which includes the
complicated space equipment down
to the home entertainment products.
As for their worldwide image, they
are actively engaged in engineering,
manufacturing and marketing of wide band communications as well as

commercial satellite earth stations
for the whole international RCA

ANNE MURRAY STARS ON
SOUNDS '68

& BACK

Halifax: Anne Murray, one of Canada's
most promising young folk-rock

singers, is the featured vocalist on
CBC-TV's "Sounds '68" which

commenced with the April 13th edition.
Miss Murray will appear in four of the
shows which will emenate from
Halifax. Her last show will be May 4.
Miss Murray, at 22, has only been
singing professionally for three years
and has become one of the favourites
of Maritimers, both young and old
alike. She has performed on CBC
radio, and was a featured soloist on
CBC-TV's"Singalong Jubilee" for the
past two summers and appeared as a
regular on the Halifax edition of
CBC-TV's Let's Go", this past
season.

CONTACT: GIGMOBILE
- 429-1915

THANKS D.J.'S

THOMPSON LEAVES
COLONNADE SHOW

FOR THE SPINS

Toronto: Russ Thompson, who had
graduated into a very relaxed and
professional radio personality will
leave his boost to fame, the CBC
radio network's "Russ Thompson"
show for duties at Toronto's top
rated FM station CKFM.
Thompson's show, which was
taped live from Toronto's Colonnade
Theatre and re -broadcast the
following day, will return next

ON MY RECORD

"TURN DOWN THE MUSIC"
(Columbia MU -4-1282)

#1
on the RPM COUNTRY CHART

season with a new host, yet to be
named, and a "live" format.

Watch for my new release
"CHANGING OF THE SEASONS"

complex.

every

ncn

Saturday

RPM WEEKLY

Management:

JOHN TURNER ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 1087
Sarnia, Ontario
Telephone: (519) 337-9490
(519) 542-4837

READY TO EXPLODE ACROSS CANADA!!!
A GREAT SOUND FROM

A TERRIFIC CANADIAN GROUP

"WHERE DOES
ALL THE TIME GO"

trucks, distribution facilities etc.
The conversion is expected to
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at 10:00 a.m.

This new loga has now become
the identification symbol of all RCA
Victor products throughout the world
and replaces the old design formed by
the letters "RCA" underlined by the
symbolic lightning flash as well as
the nipper "Little dog before the
horn" trademark. The new loga now
appears on all printed material,
product identification, brand
designations, packaging, advertising,

take up to a year but immediate
priority has been given to the home
entertainment products.
It should be noted that the "dog
and horn" symbol will be retained
for use only on selected record
products. Mr. Houlding stated that
"while there will be no rigid
uniformity in visual identity of RCA
goods and services, they will all
share a family resemblance enabling
the public to associate each element
immediately and unmistakably
with RCA."
The communications program was
developed and put into effect with
the aid of Lippencott & Margulies,
Inc., Toronto and New York
communications consultants.

(Columbia MU -4-1293)

f/s

"ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU"
(BARRY 3491)

CRC

by THE TIARAS
BARRY RECORDS ARE MANUFACTURED AND DISTRIBUTED
IN CANADA BY
QUALITY RECORDS LIMITED.
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THE AWARD WINNING

"A PLACE TO STAND"
Now that Canada has found
herself up with the stars, and with
a government produced film, but
strangely enough not a federal
effort, it would perhaps be the
proper time to look into Canada's
seemingly explosive yet sometimes
retarded film industry. We must be
content with pseudo -documentaries
because of our lack of a star system,
in any field of Canadian entertainment, but perhaps introducing new
production methods and free
wielding producers might just be
the proper way.
What better subject and more
successful producer could be

spotlighted then "A Place To
Stand" and its creator Christopher
Chapman, who produced, directed,
filmed and edited the Oscar winning
film for the Ontario Department of
Economics and Development.
The film was actually produced
for the Ontario Pavilion at Expo '67
where an estimated 2 million
persons viewed this almost
rebellious experiment in film
making, which presented material
from a fresh perspective with an
awsome price tag of $490,000,
considering it was a government
venture. Now that it has won an

Oscar it's a pretty safe bet that over

,100 million people around the world
may have the opportunity to see a
little of Canadiana by way of
Ontario.
The film idea was partly a
brainchild of director of special
projects for the Department of
Economic and Development, James
Ramsay. The original idea was a
combination of film and exhibits,
but realizing that they could be
backed into a corner with costs,
they decided to go on the film only.

111100'01

TDF Productions, a Toronto film
house involved in making television
commercials, was picked for the job
and they in turn hired Christopher
Chapman, an independent film-maker,
who had already become known
within the trade, particularly for his
magnificent work on the voyage of
the Bluenose to South America.
Chapman was given an almost
carte -blanche freedom of ideas and
18 months to cover Ontario with his
camera. He ended up with over
200,000 feet of film, having a
running time of 40 hours, which was
cut to one hour and 40 minutes and
this is where the Chapman technique
becomes somewhat scientific.
According to the typical governmental explanation "Exposition
communication is becoming
increasingly sophisticated. Among
the many varieties of film
techniques which have been
developed, certain main types may
be distinguished. There is multiple
screen, where many different pictures
are presented on a number of
different screens. There is the
variable picture, where a single
picture may change its shape and
size and move on a single screen."
The system used, enabled a
multiple screen/variable picture to
ibe assembled and projected through
a single 65mm film. For this, the
screen on which the film was
projected was 66 feet wide by 30
feet high, which is reported to be
one of the largest in North America.
What happens is that the 90 minutes
of footage was cut down to 17
minutes via multiple -image
projection, which means the
inclusion of still and motion
picture inserts on one print. There
are as many as six moving images

and seven still inserts shown
simultaneously. This can be
adapted to 65mm and 35mm prints
and presents a rather unique method
of covering time and action either
in flashback form or moving them
ahead. It's understood that the

Ontario government has worked out a
16mm version of the film which is
to be ready for showing in high
schools throughout Ontario. Involved
in this is the rather complicated job
of remixing the sound tracks down to
accomodate the six track stereo
sound that accompanied the 65mm
Expo version.
To describe the film is rather
difficult. One might think that
because of the highly intellectually
perceptive split-screen system
with still and moving images
flashed on the screen simultaneously
ones eyes may be effected. But not

so. The Technicolour clarity is
superb and befitting each subject.
"A Place To Stand" is almost like
a three, six or eight ring circus with
one exception. You are not trying
to see all the pictures at once. You
seem to become involved with one
rather dominant picture and the
surrounding activity plus the
fantastically well put together
sound track, supplies the necessary
environment. After 17 minutes you
feel rather proud to be an Ontarion

and probably come away from the
film knowing more
province then you had ever picked
up during your years of residence.
The music was scored by
Dolores Claman with lyrics by
Richard Morris. Arranger was Jerry
Toth with Rudi Toth conducting 40
members of the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra. Ken Heeley-Ray handled
the sound track. The 45rpm recording

was produced,Pressed, packaged,
and distributed by Arc Sound. It's
been reported that the disc has sold
in excess of 100,000 copies, which
gives the province a substantial
return.
This is the impressive line-up
of professional know-how that went
into the making of "A Place To
Stand". The film was produced by
David Mackay of TDF, for the
Ontario Department of Economics
and Development and was based on
a concept of Christopher Chapman
who produced, directed, filmed and
edited. The technical production was
supervised by Barry Gordon, all
from Ontario. Additional cinematography was directed by David Mackay
of TDF, and photographed by Joe
Seckeresh CSC, and Les George
CSC, of TDF, Toronto. Additional
sound recording by Bill Foster of
Toronto. Music recording by Hallmark
Studios and Film House. Opticals
by Film Effects. Sound mixing by
Todd -A-0 Corporation and colour
by Technicolour Corporation.
About the man, Christopher
Chapman? What more can be said
about one who has achieved the
foregoing? What other Canadian
could put a government agency on
the spot for $490,000, and now
while critics of his benevolent
charity, crawl back into their
eighteenth century lairs, the Ontario
Government could conceivably
"laugh all the way to the bank".
One could go into detail about this
lean, soft spoken, 31 year old
Ontario film artist, who enjoys the
outdoors and,sportscars, but the
best introduction to Christopher
Chapman would be any one of his
productions but in particular "A
Place To Stand".

